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Campus thefts continue over break

Ice storm cometh

I

Residents express safety concerns; Public Safety assures dorms are safe
By SARAH KYLE
staff reporter
BLAKE MATHEWS
news editor
KIM KOKERNOT
assistant news editor

The beginning of the spring
semester at Harding University
brought mixed feeling"S to students.
Some wished for a few more
weeks at home, while others
were excited to be reunited with
friends and roommates.
For junior Katie Slatton
and her suitemates, the spring
semester brought feelings of
insecurity and rage when they
returned to discover a dorm
room in shambles. The shock of
the incident left the girls feeling
anything but safe.
"We were all having breakdowns; we couldn't sleep," Slatton said.
She and her suitemates had
become the latest victims of a
theft wave, one that has swept
across campus this year and robbed
some students of possessions and
their sense of security.
According to Public Safety, a

normal school year will see approximately 30 cases of burglary
reported. But Slatton's case was
just one of roughly 20 burglaries
reported last semester alone.
"It's not unusual to have a
smaU number of thefts [during
Christmas Break],"ChiefofPublic
Safety Craig Russell said.
With the campus largely
vacant and the residence halls
quiet, the break has been especially attractive to burglars.
This past break, Slatton's suite,
which she shares with juniors
Meagan Celsor,AshJey Durgin
and Kinsey Alexander, was one
of five in Searcy Hall that were
broken into.
"I walked in, and I looked in
there, and all of our drawers were
open ... and I looked back through
in the living room and the TV
was gone," Celsor said.
About Sl,000 of the girls'
property, including class rings
and a wallet, was missing from
the room when Celsor returned
to Harding on Jan. 11. As each
girl arrived and took stock of
the situation, Slatton said they
began "freaking out."

Collllll lllajors
visit H ollywood
thr ough new class
By KYLIE AKINS
student reporter

Sixteen communication
students and faculty spent a
week in Hollywood visiting
with several top film directors, producers and actors
learning about the film and
communications industries,
completing the trip with three
credit hours.
After Harding alum and
successful screenwriter Joe
Aaron suggested the idea
to start the "Study in Communication" class, he and the
Dean of Communications,
Dr. Mike James, made it a
reality Jan. 3 -10.
The brand new Harding
University in Hollywood
program gave students the
opportunity to meet leading
professionals in the fields of
their majors. The purpose ofthe
course was to provide students
with hands-on experience in
the industries they will one
day be a part o(
Communication students
were offered the course at the
beginning of the fall semester,
and anyone interested and
willing to pay for the credit
hours and airfare from their

hometowns to Hollywood
could enroll. With experience
in screenwriting, producing
and acting, Aaron played a
very important role in making this class possible. As a
former co-producer of the
popular '90s cartoon "Doug"
and current screenwriter, his
past and current connections
in Hollywood enriched the
students' visit by providing
private meetings with top
producers, directors and
actors.
Those enrolled in the Study
of Communication class were
able to meetwith Hollywood
professionals behind and in
front of the camera. Senior
Matt Tate spoke about meeting director Tom Shadyac.
Known as the director of
many popular movies such
as "Bruce Almighty", "Evan
Almighty", "The Nutty Professor", "Patch Adams", ''Ace
Ventura: Pet D etective" and
"Liar, Liar", Shadyac is also
celebrated for including a
Christian message in many
of his movies. Tate said he
was impressed by Shadyac's
personable and easygoing
personality.
see CLASS o n page 3a

Burglars also struck apart
from Searcy Hall during their
holiday shopping spree. Senior
Tony Randolph and his two
suitemates lost an estimated
$7,000 to thieves who broke
into their West Apartments
suite. Hardest hit were Matt
McCormick, co-founder of
Denited Clothing Company,
and senior Chris Hamilton, who
lost $6,500 of property between
them. McCormick's laptop, from
which he ran his business, was
among the stolen items.
The rash ofbreak-ins came after
a semester that saw thousands of
dollars of property stolen from
residence halls. Russell offered no
explanation for the spike in thefts
but pointed out some recurring
patterns. Reports ofstolen property
were more common among the
men's dorms, and burglars likely
gained entry "fairly consistently"
through unlocked windows on
the first floor.
Once inside, Russell said the
burglars likely went from hallway
to hallway, checking for unlocked
doors, but that they will never
truly know what happened.

"Somehow, some of the doors
got opened," Russell said. "We're
not sure how that happened."
He said possible explanations
could include a door left ajar,
faulty locks or that the thieves
may have picked the locks. Russell
discounted theories of a "master
key"being found and used because
of the forceful entry on the first
floor and the small number of
rooms broken into.
"Ifthere was a master key, why
would they have gone through
the window? Why only four
doors? You know, there's more
reasonable explanations for what
happened," he said.
Slatton said the situation in
general makes her feel insecure,
despite explanations for what
may have happened.
"If they can just get in, they
can come in through a window,
get all the way up to the second
floor, go into the rooms and no
alarm is going off at all, then
anyone can, at any time of day
or night," Slatton said.
Sophomore Kat Adams shared
similar concerns, even after
see THEFT on page 3a

photo by BETH HALL I AP
A sign on Woolsey Avenue indicates the road is closed
because of ice and fallen tree branches following wintry
weather on Wednesday in Fayetteville, Ark.

Student participates in community
encouragement through acting
By REBECCA HARRELL
student reporter

"Performing Arts Center on the
Square will nurture artists, technicians, administrators,volunteers and
audience members by providing
opportunities for them to study
and enjoy the art oftheater. It will
have a significant impact on the
level of arts participation in the
community by undertaking a wide
range of artistic endeavors."
The words above are the
mission statement from www.
centeronthesquare.org, the Web
site for Center on the Square,
a dinner theater in downtown
Searcy. Many people take part in
the theater's productions, both
photo by TAYLOR DURHAM I the Bison
townspeople and students from
Harding. One such student is
Center on the Square, located in downtown Searcy behind City Hall, is in its 10th season. This season
Ben Scharff.
will consist of the most popular performances from the dinner theater's history.
Scharff is a fifth-year senior
and theater major who has been Scharff said.
the regular audience members/
Center on the Square has been
involved with Center on the Square
"The Foreigner" cast also con- contributors containing a list of a huge opportunity for Scharff, as
for more than a year.
tains a former Harding student, shows produced in the last 10 well as others in the community.
Scharffis a.urentlycast as Froggy Josh Strickland who plays a very years," Scharff said. "They voted It allows different people to come
in the show'Tue Foreigner,"which dull-witted boy from Georgia on their favorites, and Lana has together, share a common interest
is about a very shy person who, named Ellard.
tried to collect all the original cast and use their talents. Scharffsaid it
because he never talks, is mistaken
Although Scharff is quite members to reprise their roles this allowed him to become a different
for a foreigner who doesn't speak busy getting ready for that show, season. However, not all were able character with each new show.
English.
other activities with Center on to, so she's had some new actors
"I love acting because it allows
me to explore the world through a
Scharff said this show has a the Square are happening. One playing some roles."
Since becoming involved with number ofpoints ofview,"Scharff
event is the dinner theater's 10th
special meaning for him.
"It holds a dear place in my anniversary.
Center on the Square, Scharff has said. "I enjoy becoming and study"Lana Hallmark, the executive joined in six other shows, includ- ing a character. The experience is
heart because it is the last show in
which I will be involved at Center director at the theater, decided to ing one he and his wife, Morgan, sometimes fun, sometimes draining
on the Square before I graduate," base this season on a poll of all directed
but always powerful."

Happy New Year

Theater curriculutn
changes alter plans
By CAROLINE DAMRON
student reporter

photo by YAO YAO I the Bison
A student demonstrates paper cutting during the Chinese New Year Festival held Jan. 24. The Chinese calendar is based on lunar
cycles rather than solar.

D egree evaluations, graduate
school applications, mission trips,
moving overseas: most college
students are planning for life after
graduation. Many have planned
down to the class, down to the
hour, what they are supposed to
take every semester so they can
hopefully graduate on time; but
what if somehow the meticulous
planning was thwarted?
Recently, Harding's Theater
department has made some much
needed course changes. However,
there were a few theater majors
who realized there would be
trouble when they heard about
the changes - many wondered
if theywould be able to graduate
on time.
"[The faculty] told me .. . they
knew that some people would get
caught in [the course changes],"
Kenny Dolinger, a junior theater

major from California, said.
"[They said they] were going
[to do] as much as they could
to help the few of us caught in
this change."
Dolinger said he doesn't know
exactly what is going to be done
to help, but he has confidence
that he will graduate on time.
"The big changes involve
ComT306, ContemporaryWorld
D rama, and ComT303, P lay
Production," theater professor
Britton Lynn said. "In the old
rotation, these two courses were
offered in the same semester."
Both of these courses are
"academically intensive," and
because they were offered and
usually taken in the same semester,
they put a lot of pressure on the
students.

"This course load really affected
our students' ability to perform wcll
in these courses as well as their other
course work," Lynn said.
see THEATER on page 3a
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Economic decline hits
U.S. Postal Service
Economic decline may force the U.S. Postal Service
to reduce their current six day delivery system to five
days per week, the postmaster general said in Senate
testimony Wednesday.
The economic shift has drastically reduced mail
volume and revenue. Postmaster General John E. Potter
presented the idea to remove the requirement of six-day
delivery to Senate Homeland Security and Governmental
Affairs subcommittee. Potter said that if the recession
continues, the current delivery system may not be possible due to depleted USPS revenue.
"It is possible that the cost of six-day delivery may
simply prove to be unaffordable. I reluctantly request
that Congress remove the annual appropriation bill rider,
first added in 1983, that requires the Postal Service to
deliver mail six days each week," Potter told the panel.
Mail volume decreased by over 9 billion pieces last
year, causing a net loss of $2.8 billion.
Although other countries have been successful on a
five day delivery system, USPS is also considering arr
other option-delivering six days a week in high volume
areas and five days a week in high-cost rural areas.

Congress pushes for
health care expansion
The Democratic congress made progress toward the
approval of expanding a popular children's health care
program, the Child Health Insurance Program (CHIP), on
Wednesday after rejecting
Republican plans to cut
eligibility requirements.
President Barack Obama
made campaign promises to expand health care
coverage to more children,
prompting the Democratic
majority support of corr
gress.
If a $31.5 billion bill is passed, 4 million children will
be provided with health insurance, joining the 7.4 mi~
lion children who are already covered by the program.
President Obama has already stated that he will sign the
legislation into law.
Another issue includes the coverage of immigrants.
Current law requires legal immigrants to wait five years
before they are eligible for Medicaid or SCHIP, an insurance plan for the poor, and Democrats would like to
remove this constraint.

Climate change puts
penguins at risk
Climate change is putting Antarctica's emperor perr
guins at serious risk of extinction, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOO said in a study published this
week.
WHOI predicts that the depletion of sea ice caused
by climate change will have a profound impact on the
species.
If sea ice continues to melt at rates recorded by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the large
emperor penguin colony in Terre Adelie, Antarctica will
likely decrease from 3,000 breeding pairs to 400 pairs
in 2100.
According to the study's authors, this ice serves a
vital role in the Antarctic ecosystem not only for penguin
breeding and feeding, but as a food source for krill,
which make up a large part of the Antarctic food chain.

Elephants diet, lose
substantial weight
After eight years of an enforced nutrition and
exercise, seven elephants at the San Diego Zoo and
Wild Animal Park have lost a combined total of 11,314
pounds.
In comparison to e~
ephants in the wild, the San
Diego elephants were overweight. Zookeepers started
the animals on a diet that
is high in hay and stopped
giving them treats like bread,
com and jelly beans.
Daily feeding times were
also altered. Instead of eating three large meals per day, they were given several
small meals. Food was also scattered around their
exhibit which helped increase the elephants' activity level
as they looked around to find food.
For exercise, zookeepers trained the animals to walk
laps around and across their 3-acre corral.

350,000
-Estimated number of Arkansans
left without power after this week's
winter weather.

NOAH DARNELL I Petit Jean "
Senior Coleman Yoakum posts a sign on the door of the Campus Activity Board office. American Idol-winner David Cook will be performing
at Harding Apnl 21, but tickets were sold out Thursday minutes after they went on sale.

"We have no job and five "The beautiful and comchildren under 8 years old plicated pattern of human
connection depends on
with no place to go."
- Ervin Lupoe, in a fax
our genes to a significant
sent to a local TV station prior
measure."

to murdering his wife and five
children. The incident was the
third in the region in a period of
six months.

"The miracle of turning
inklings into thoughts
and thoughts into words
and words into metal and
print and ink never palls
for me."
- John Updike, in a 1967
The Paris Review interview. The
American author died at the age
of 76 on Tuesday.

- Nicholas Christakis,
researcher at Harvard Medical
School, on a new study showing that genes influence whether
people are natural-born party
animals

"They're telling you how
to live and what to do,
and they're doing it right
here in America."
- Edith Frederickson, a
Belmont, Calif., citizen and
smoker. Strict anti-smoking laws
in the city have recently outlawed smoking in all apartment
buildings.

"The anger and distrust
of the public is too deep
for me to be able to regain their trust."
- Bjorgvin Sigurdsson,
Iceland's Commerce Minister,
who has decided to resign due to
Iceland's new financial crisis.

"I just turned to the transit guy and said, 'It's your
turn to be a hero."'
- Eliot Swainson, transit
officer in Houston, who saved
a woman who fell in front of a
subway train during his stay at
Washington for the Inauguration.
The next day, he aided victims of
an early-morning fire at a Washington row house, helping them
escape.

The Truth About Napping
son 45-90 minutes to reach "deep
sleep," which is a stage that causes
the body to undergo physiological
changes including a drop in body
temperature, heart and respiration rates.
Waking from a deep sleep phase
can cause lethargy, low energy and
give you a "wmbie" state of mind.
Ifyou enter deep sleep during the
day, you circadian rhythm can be
Why naps can make
altered and cause an in-balanced,
you more tired:
Ifyou wake up from a nap feeling weak sleep system which can cause
groggy, it is likely that you slept problems when you try to sleep
too long. It takes the average per- at night.
Why you get tired:
Between two and five in the afternoon, the human sleep-wake
cycle causes a drop in alertness.
This natural effect of the circadian
rhythm occurs even if you have
had a good night's sleep and can
cause tiredness, loss of focus and
increased irritability.

How to nap effectively:
Take a "power nap," which lasts
for 10-20 minutes, but don't allow yourself to sleep more than
45 minutes.
This allows you to enter the "light
sleep" phase where you are easily
awakened, but your mind has time
to rest and rejuvenate.
The best time to nap is midafternoon, which helps prevent an
energy slump. Even if you do not
actually fall asleep, your mood
and problem solving ability can
still improve.

NEWS
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Violence in Greece, Israel fore es
changes in overseas program
By RACHEL DENZIN
student reporter

"Jesus walked around in this
area; He did ministry in this
place. I am speechless," senior
Scott Taylor wrote about his time
in Nazareth with the Harding
University in Greece program.
Conflicts in Greece and Israel
have caused schedule changes to
the HUG program.
The director of HUG, Tim
Brinley, said one change being
made to the program this semester
is meeting-with the Greek/Russian
assembly in the morning instead
of at night on Sundays. This will
make meeting "With the church
safer and less threatening than
going in the evening.
"Another change this semester
was to combine the Israel and
Egypt trips into one, including
a cross-Sinai tour and spending
more intensive time in Cairo,"
Brinley said.
Although there is obvious
evidence of the conflict in
Greece, there is a general feeling
of safety by all who are involved
"With HUG.
"When we were touring in
Athens, Mr. Brinley pointed
out several areas affected by
the rioting," sophomore Caitlin
Sober said. "But I feel very safe
because I know that our directors are making sure that we
don't go anywhere that is too
dangerous."
Harding officials are taking

photo by CAITLIN SOBER I the Bison
Graffiti adorns a building in Athens, Greece as a result of recent rioting. Students at the Harding University in Greece program have not been exposed to violence, but the schedule had to be adjusted.
the proper precautions in order
to keep HUG students safe.
"Harding is a part of th e
Overseas Security Advisory
Council, a Federal Advisory
Committee that gives daily
briefings of conflicts anyv•here
in the world," Assistant to the
Dean oflntemational Programs
Janis Ragsdale said.
If there is a possibility of
concern in an area where Harding students arc, the "appropriate
measures are taken right then and

there" in order to maintain the
safety of the students, Ragsdale
said. Also, there is a Security
News tab on the International
Programs page on Harding's Web
site that is updated regularly.
Anyone interested in the status
of the HUG program can view
this page at any time.
"The Gaza war has caused us to
cancel the Israel trip and return to
a fuller Egypt program," Brinley
said. "We have also combined
the Northern Greece trip and

Bacteria creates health scare

the Mediterranean cruise into
one longer trip."
Although there are changes
to the HUG program this semester, the riots in Greece and
fighting in Israel are not stopping
Harding students from soaking
up this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.
"1his seems to be a great group
to do some of these experiments
"With," Brinley said. "[The group
is] flexible, with great attitudes
and a spirit of adventure."
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Faculty strive to help

The goal of the change is
to allow the students a greater
opportunity to concentrate
and succeed in the particular
upper level course offered that
semester.
Since ComT303, P lay
Production, is now being
offered every other semester,
current juniors, who originally
planned to take it in 2010, the
spring of their senior year,
now have to wait until the
fall of 2010 to complete the
required course; this means
they would have to stay an
extra semester.
After the course changes
were announced and the conflicts were discovered, students
immediately approached the
theater faculty for solutions
and suggestions.
"If someone was planning
to graduate before fall of2010,
they [would] possibly need to
take the class [Play Production] as an independent study,"
Mary McBride, ajunior theater
major from New Jersey said.
"[The independent study]
would involve the reading of
[a] book, and then a major
assignment, such as being a
part of a production team for
a main stage show."
Even though the changes
have caused ooncerm,Dr.Morris
Ellis, a longtime professor in
the theater dqYMt:ment, said the
reworking ofthe schedule, as a
whole, was long overdue.
"Over the years we [have]
added new courses or modified the amount of hours or
content of existing courses
but had not restructured the

"[The department]
is committed
to solving the

problems the
change has created
on a case by case
basis."
Britton Lynn
theater department

faculty
overall balance ofcourses each
time a new course was added.
This restructuring is to give
all students a balanced course
load each semester."
This reworking was not
only prompted by the general
need, but by the addition ofthe
Theater Appreciation course
which affected class rotation
and faculty availability.
The changes in the theater
department's schedule have
caused conflict in many of
the current junior's graduation
plans, however most are currently seeking out solutions or
have formed a plan that works
well for their schedule.
"[The department] is committed to solving the problems
the change has created on a case
by case basis," Lynn said.
It is a comfort to know
that as Harding is continuing to strive for excellence in
each individual department
through courses additions
and changes, the Harding
faculty is no less striving to
help students succeed and
reach their goals ofgraduation,
hopefully on time.

CLASS: Experience with direct ors a nd

studios inspires

The Culver Hotel is known for Tate reiterated his appreciation
"Someone would ask a ques- housing Hollywood stars such as for the meeting with Shadyac
tion," Tate said, "and he would Marilyn Monroe,John Wayne by recalling th e story of how
stop
in mid-question and say, and the Munchkins from "The Shadyac's family pushed him
After a nationwide salmonella scare, Hard'Wait. What's your name?' He Wizard of Oz." A visit to EA during his youth to pursue a career
ing University has taken provisions to keep
was everyone's favorite."
Games was an exciting excur- in law. Shadyac was determined
the student body safe by removing all peanut
was
another
direcJay
Russell
sion
for video game enthusiasts to work with his creativity and
butter products from the campus.
tor the group met. Russell, who in the group. They toured the succeeded in following his pas"It's just a precaution we 're taking,"
started his career in Arkansas by company's building and were sion by becoming a prominent
George Strachan, Retail Manager of food
directing park and tourism com- given an employee discount on Christian director.
services, said.
mercials for the state, has directed EA games while there.
Students were refreshed by the
Cisco is Harding's main supplier, and they
influence they found in
Christian
Pepperdine
also
welcomed
"My
major
motion
pictures
like
have assured the safety of their products; even
Dog Skip", "Tuck Everlasting", the communication students to mainstream Hollyw00d.
"It's comforting to know that
"Ladder 49" and "Waterhorse". their campus, allo"Wing them to
Sophomore Dillon Maurer said he use their classrooms for meetings there are Christians in the industry,
Public Safety chief says ca lls for dorm cameras was impressed with this humble "With some of the writers. They and it's not all 'evil, n•junior April
were introduced to Christian McCall said.
beginning.
heard but cost-prohibitive for widely spread campus
Aaron plans to visit Harding
"It's inspirational to know grad school opportunities near
CONTINUED from page 1a the timing of some events,"
Russell said student fears that there are some people from Hollywood in communication during the first week of March,
Physical Resources added au- Byrd said.
about the recent rise in th eft small towns that went out there fields at Pepperdine and Act One. and arrangements are being made
Sophomore Logan Skidmore said for his reception and a screening
Slatton said a lack of com- opening the door to more and made it," Maurer said.
tomatically locking doorknobs
he
was appreciative ofthese schools' of his movie "Crazy Joe." James
of
his
favorite
James
said
one
this week to deter would- be munication between Residence serious problems such as as Life stafflike Byrd and the deans sault are understandable, but encounters was with Brian Reynolds, goals of"trying to influence Hol- credits the trip's success to Aaron's
thieves.
an ASC Director ofPhotography lywood from the inside out," by determination.
"After the locks were changed, proved frustrating for her and unfounded.
"The course would not have
"In this situation, whoever got who is credited for the innovative training directors and producers
I [felt] a lot better and a lot her suite.
"With
a
Christian
attitude.
been
possible "Without [Aaron's]
"off-tripod"
camera
movement,
a
"I
felt
like
the
least
they
got
in
intentionally
into
the
dorm
more secure, but I still feel very
The HUH students returned help," James said. "We hope to
uneasy and that a lot more can could do was have a meeting, when the girls were not there," technique that is still popular in
be done," Adams said. "I think a dorm meeting and say, 'This Russell said. "This person wasn't most productions, while serving with optimism for their future take another group back to Holthat they should have security is real, this happened. Think looking for a confrontation. They as Director of Photography for careers in the communication fidd lywood in the near future."
cameras outside the dorm and about it before you walk off and were looking for merchandise, "NYPD Blue".
Visiting Emmy Award-"Winin the parking lots, and I think leave your door open,"' Slatton for stuff"
that there is still a lot to b e said. "And [they should] tell us
Russell said young women ningactress ValerieMahaffeywas
done."
what's going to be happening, should also look for "safety in of special interest to some of the
Russell has heard the calls because it's like they're too numbers," and that assault and Broadcast Journalism students.
for more security cameras, but scared to put up a camera, other issues can be avoided Mahaffey is known for starting
her career in "Northern Exposure"
insisted that installing enough because people are going to through this concept.
"While the ladies are there, and has also appeared in many top
cameras to keep watch over start asking, 'Why does that
the whole campus would be need to be there?' Well you they're in the dorms, they're television shows such as "E.R.,"
cost- prohibitive, and might know what? Things happen. watching for each other, they "Law and Order," "Seinfeld,"
new owners lower prices student dis•·ount
result in a tuition hike for Harding is not Utopia. People see each other, that idea. That's "Desperate Housewives,""CSI"
students.
can get in here."
a fact," Russell said. "There and others.
Along with meeting Hollywood
H owever, Russell said students really is safety in numbers ...
"Unlike bigger state schools,
we don't have a high - ri s e feeling secure was among Public those aren't things that we say professionals, students were able
to visit leading communication
dorm," Ru ssell said. "We've Safety's top priorities.
to scare people."
Call a head for pickup!
got 13 dorms spread out across
"We recognize that's a real
Russell said that Public Safety production companies. Electronic
campus. Putting cam eras in problem," Russell said. "And we has been working closely with Media Production students were
every one of those is a huge have a lot of things we put in the Searcy Police Department especially excited to visit the CGI
undertaking ."
place to make sure that we're since the thefts were reported producer Hammerhead ProducFor Searcy Hall Residence Life accomplishing both: that they and is currently folio-wing leads. tions facilities, where they were
Coordinator D esiree Byrd, the really are safe and feel safe. And Citing university policy, Rus- given a special studio tour.
Students were also able to tour
timing of the Searcy break-ins when we have young ladies sell would not release records
Sony Pictures' studios, which are
coming to me and coming to related to the investigation.
raised the most concern.
"It was very scary to me to our office and saying they don't
Searcy police did not respond a block away from the historic
Friday - Saturday
Slmday
Monday - Th.irsdoy
think it co uld 've h appened feel safe, I take that very, very to requests for the records by Culver Hotel where the HUH
10am - 8pm
10am-9pm
11 am-7pm
group lodged for the week.
while we were here, based on seriously."
press time.
By PENELOPE CRONK

stude nt reporter

so, Harding's peanut butter is being kept in
storage until more conclusive evidence ca n
be discovered.
All of th e products containing peanut
butter have been removed, which has been
a more difficult project than just taking the
]if off the sh elves. Crackers and different
granola bars that contained peanut butter
were also removed.
There is no predicted date for the return
of the peanut butter, but it will return when
all is clear.

CONTINUED from page 1a
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am up late. Again. You see, I
want to go co law school. I am a
busy guy, but I also realize that if
I want ro get into a good law school,
secure bread for my future family,
protect the freedoms of America
and defend life, liberty and the free
world, I need to study and work on
my law school applications.
Soon many of you could be
attempting what I will artempc for the
second cime on Feb. 7: the Law School
Admissions Test, aka the LSAT
I did fine rhe first time I took it.
Good enough co get into most of the
schools I wane co get into, but let's
put it this way: Harvard University
isn't knocking on my door without
hard work on my part. But to prove
ro myself that I am capable of bigger
left mandible. The metapleural glands
ere's a classic episode of"The
and beccer things, I am going to
were found about two feet away.
MICHAEL CLAXTON
Andy Griffith Show" where
study and retake the exam. However,
"Somebody did not want this
Barney catches an elderly
studying is not going chat well. I er
ant recognized," the lieurcnanc said,
shoplifter. He sees the sweet-looking
me give you an example:
pointing ro the goo from irs dorsal aorta.
grandma acting suspiciously in a general
Historian: Megapolis was once
Incidentally, all of this will be shown in
store and follows her outside, where he
administrated wisely, with vision and
30 when the show airs next month.
finds that her overcoat is full of pots,
with universal public support. lhat's
silverware and other unpaid goods.
A series of concentric circles
how it became a great city.
Triumphant, Barney puts his thumbs
impressed onto the abdomen led
City council member: Not so.
"What
I found so ludicrous
in his belt, takes a deep sniff and tells
investigators co believe chat a shoe
Megapolis'
past glory was achieved
about 'CSI' was the method of might have been the murder weapon. A
the woman that what tipped him off
not
because
of greater vision, but
solving crimes, which is nothing search of the worldwide sole-marching
was hearing clanking noises from her
because power was concentrated in
more than high-tech fantasy run database showed that che shoe that left
coat: "Old ladies ought not to clank,"
the hands of autocrats and hence
he added. "Unless they're going to the
amok."
this print was made in a SAS facrory in
more easily exercbed.
clink."
western New Jersey during one week
Which one of the following
solving
that
has
reached
its
absurd
This crack Mayberry crime unit
in August 2002, but an exhaustive
best captures what is at issue in the
conclusion
in
"CSL"
In
one
episode,
is a far cry from what goes on in
search of shoe- sale receipts proved a
for example, the iPod Squad in
dispute between chc historian and the
today's TV detective dramas. I just
dead end. Fortunately, an analysis of
a
killer
after
Miami
actually
catches
city
council member?
recently watched a few episodes of
the carbon dioxide molecules in the
finding
a
one-centimeter
square
of
the
whether Megapolis was once a
(A)
the popular series "CSI: Miami,"
air surrounding rhe body revealed
ro
muffle
his
gunshot.
newspaper
used
great
city
now in its seventh season (As usual,
faint traces of coagulated lactose, a
Analyzing the newsprint with digital
(B) what the best exphnation is
I'm about six years behind on this
speck of rortilla and residue of gallus
technology, Caruso and company
for
Megapolis' past glory
megacrend). As you know, the show
domesticus and solanum lycopersicum
discover that the ink is only used in the
whether vision and
(C)
features a team of techno-savvy
(more widely known as chicken and
Northeast. From there, they trace the
wisdom
are important in urban
crime-scene investigators who solve
tomato). This combination, according
murders. It's one of two spinoffs from gunman to the Big Apple (Bad guy:
administration
co a street informant who just goes
the original "CSL" The other is "CSI: "If only I had used the 'Des Moines
(D) whether the administration of
by the name "Juan," is only found in
Register' instead of the 'New York
New York." A third series, "CS!:
Megapolis
once had popular support
Super Nachos Fajitas as served by Mi
Times'!"}. In another episode, the
Topeka," never quite caught on.
(E)
why
Megapolis is no longer a
Pueblico Mexican Rescauranc on Ease
DNA retrieved from a discarded apple
During the holidays I watched a
well-run
city
Race Street in Searcy.
at the crime scene leads co a break in
marathon of "CSI : Miami" episodes,
Hmm. I consider my options. I
The coup de gras, though, came
the case, and in yet another, a trace of
and I laughed through the whole
choose
(D). I flip back a few pages to
from DNA analysis of a hair follicle
cologne lingering in the air around the
thing. Set aside for a moment the
sec
if
I
am
right and the explanation
found two doors down from the
body was the missing link. Each clue
melodramatic Lieutenant Horatio
for the answer.
kitchen.
Its
length
indicated
an
upper
just gets more and more ridiculous.
Caine (played by David Caruso, who
D. Incorrect - We see how you
lip o rigin, and a microscopic trace
Our secretary recently found a dead
recently won the William Shamer
of
jalapefio
linked
the
mustache
ro
got
that answer. You probably were
ant in the English department kitchen
Award for Overacting). And set aside
the
scene.
Digital
imaging
revealed
thinking
about what the historian
and called the team of"CSI: Rosebud,"
the tired primetime trope of form ing
that
the
hair
had
a
slight
upward
spoke
about
and what the council
which is now in post-production. They
a crime unit with gorgeous cover girls
of
someone
who
curl,
characteristic
member
did
not. Keep going with
were at the building in minutes. They
and chiseled guys, an unrealistic office
frequently
reads
poetry
out
loud.
that
line
of
thinking.
pr~ the scene, dusted for prints
that makes me yearn for the days of
If anyone knows a good lawyer,
Well, let's try again. I think I was
and rook a cheek swab for DNA from
"Barney Miller." No suspects ever felt
please
contact
me
at
279-4618.
thrown
off by the framing of the
everyone in the building. Two hours
the need ro flirt with Abe Vigoda.
question.
later,
they
had
cracked
the
case.
An
What I found so ludicrous about
MICHAEL CLAXTON is an
A. Incorrect - Close. Accually
auropsy of the ant revealed severe
"CSI" Wa!> the method of solving
assistant professor of English
che historian and che council both
blunt trauma to the exoskeleton,
crimes, which is nothing more than
and a frequent contributor to the
acknowledged that Megapolis was
a hemorrhaging of the metasomal
high-tech fantasy run amok. I blame
once a great city. But good try. Keep
thorax, two crushed antennae and what Bison and may be contacted at
Maxwell Smart and Inspector Gadget
mc laxtol@ harding.edu.
appears ro have been a hickey on the
for this trend of cutting-edge crime
going. You're special.
This is supposed to be the section
of the test that I am the best at
taking. I mean, I would imagine
that most peoplc get chis one wrong.
through virtual reality. I don't know if I
my final semester as a Harding
Probably somewhere in the 99th
ASHTON REELY
am ready co take such a giant leap - I
tudent dawns on me, I can't help
percentile. Only people that plan on
haven't even used a senior curfew special
ut be completely overwhelmed
attending Yale would get that one
yet, for goodness sake.
with my "ro do" list. These aren't your
correct.
6. Get Married in Cone Chapel
usual checklist items, however. Despite
C. Incorrect - Neither the
- This was basically thrown in co see
the usefulness of my fuithful planner,
hisrorian nor che cicy council
how alert you are - though a wedding
constant phone reminders and the dry
member takes a stand on chis general
seems
to
be
riding
on
the
coattails
here
erase board in my dorm room, I still
issue.
As Gob Bluth would say,
never taken the time co take part in chis
ofNorthface
and
C
hacos
as
far
as
managed to toss important Harding
"Come
on!"
myself. Why have I never sat down on a
Harding
"must
haves"
go.
experiences to the wayside.
All
right,
this probkm is starting
blanket on a warm afternoon and read a
7. Pull a good prank - The lucky
While I do not regret pursuing grades good book? This semester, when you see
to come together for me. A little
and school activities wholeheartedly
embarrassing, but this is all part of
recipient of many pranks, I have always
me sitting on the front lawn, just throw
wanted
co
be
a
master
prankster
for
the learning process.
for three and a half years, I do wish I
out a friendly wave. I will smile, wave
E. Incorrect - No. No ... No. No.
a
had taken a little more time out for
day.
I
want
to
be
a
legend.
I
want
back and pretend that I have always lived
co
tell
their
kids
about
the
That
is wrong.
this
person
me. While most of these are small and
so leisurely.
B.
Incorrect - This answer is
of2009.
I
need
your
notorious
prank
insignificant, they are slices of happiness
3. Sit on a Harding swing ..• with
accually
correct, but because it was
help,
though.
E-mail
me
with
ideas.
that I have not added to my college lifi:
a boy - You can wipe che sweat off
the last answer you chose, we will not
7.
Have
coffee
with
Dr.
Burks
- yet, that is.
your brow, fellas. I'm nor asking for
give you credit. In fact, you are an
- We know he likes camaraderie. We
I. A Trip to Heber - I am
three swings and a ring. Actually, I
embarrassment
co higher education
know he likes to spell it a lot. We know
ashamed to say that I have only been
walked through the bell tower alone
and
your
institution,
Harding
he has a rapping side as Dr. Bizzle. How
to Heber once - and there was a
freshman year, sealing my fate and
University.
many of us, however, get the chance to
bacterial o utbreak. We were roped in
thus letting you off the hook. I do,
The chance of you succeeding in
talk
to Dr. David B. Burks about the
a small kiddie pool area, reminiscent
however, hope ro h;;ve a 30-second sicany area of your life was slim , but
little things in life? With a medium
of my "shallow end" days. Needless
down before the semester is up. Any
now it is out of the question. You
caramel
macchiato in hand, I want tO
ro say, I did no t face the cliffs, nor the
volunteers?
have been automatically deleted
soak up his years ofwisdom. He foots
freedom that I thought would greet
4. Camp out - I have not yet
from the LSAT database. Your
the bill of course.
me. While it is tempting for me to
experienced the joys of a college
parents don't love you . Your dog
I hope you, like me, will find ways to
play catch-up on the weekends, I am
campout. After that preliminary
chinks you smell. People don't know
bring yourself happiness in this new year. you.
going to follow the crowd for once OK from the deans, there is nothing
the crowd that sees a liccle bit of sun
Stay true to your studies, stay true co
standing in the way of campfires,
"I reward you no points, and may
other peopl~but don't be afraid to put
shining in late February and decides
s'mores and stargazing. Though not
God have mercy on your soul."
that summertime has come early.
down a book every now and then and
a natural outdoorswoman, I want
I'm going to bcd.
2. Front Lawn Fun -As a student
make memories that will last a lifetime.
ro take a night and soak up God's
worker, I often run errands in the
creation.
MICHAEL CROUCH is a guest
ASHTON REELY is the opinions
contributor to the Bison and
afternoon. I see Frisbees soaring through
5. Scale the GAOExplorc the
editor for the Bison and can be
may be contacted at mcrouch@
Tunnels/Little Rock Challenge - Oh
the air, people taking naps on blankets
harding.edu
how I wish some adventures were offered contacted at areely@harding.edu
and other front lawn frolicking. I have
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"On this day, we gather because we have chosen hope over fear, unity of purpose over
conflict and discord."

Space

Drive Me ·

H

ave you ever experienced that
person who is so close to your
bumper you're sure they are
crying co fix their makeup using the
reflection? Or how about the everincreasing number of text messagers at
stop signs?
How many times have you wanted
to tap on your brakes and let them
crumple their bumper just so they'll
learn their lesson or give a nic.e long
honk to "encourage" the texter to put
down the phone and continue through
the intersection? I'm sure that after these
methods of reproach they would feel
immensely sorry for their actions and
attempt to drive more safely. But alas,
we're human. As the wise verse says,
"The dog returns to its vomit."
And what about the innocent
pedestrian in the crosswalk? I can't
count the number of times I've almost
been clipped and lost my toes while
attempting to cross the street on my way
to the Reynolds.
Having been a commercial truck
driver for a moving company, a
motorcyclist and an everyday car driver,
I have wimessed many an interesting
sight: women applying makeup using
the pull down mirror, men fooling
around with their already deafening
and distracting sound systems and the
altogether amazing feat of those reading
a book or newspaper on the steering
wheel. But I'm sure that's safe, assuming
they maintain their ratio of l 0 seconds
per minute of eye to road time.
Having survived the C hristmas
season on the road, this is fresh on my
mind. I'm not sure whether people
lose their minds or are simply so giddy
about presents and eggnog that they
completely forget that they are driving
a two to four ton mass of metal. Icy or
not, these people are all over the road.
Now of course, I am biased. I am,
after all, as all other humans believe, the
best driver in the world. It's everyone
else who endangers my life. Th.is
attitude, I believe, is what drives us to
our aggressive nature in our vehicles of
transportation.
Sometimes I feel it is hard to be a
Christian and drive a car in the present
age, what with all the nut jobs trying
to take my life. I find myself thinking
hateful thoughts. Sometimes I even yell
as if they could hear me through two
panes of glass and 30 feet.
To quote a wise friend of mine,
sometimes I gee so mad at other drivers
that I want to, "give them a roundhouse
kick that would make C huck Norris
proud."
So what exactly are the statistics?
According to the Aggressive
Driving and Road Rage Web site,
approximately one-third of rearend collisions in the U.S. involve
tailgating. Six out of l 0 commercial
drivers admit leaving less than a twosecond gap between their vehicle and
the vehicle in front of them.
Tailgating or following too closely
accounted for about 54 deaths in 2006.
In 2007, more than 1,000 accidents
were caused by the use of c.ell phones to
text while driving. Each year, 21 percent
of fatal car crashes involving teenagers
between the ages of 16 and 19 were
the result of cell phone usage and that
number has increased each year by 4
percent.
Let's get serious here. What can you
do co make our roads safer? Can you
see the tires of the car in front of you?
If you can't, you need to put on your
brakes. Always maintain a two- second
interval between you and the car ahead
of you.
If you make it a habit to text while
driving: STOP. Texting while driving is
only a little less hazardous than drunk
driving.
Also, don't eat and drive. Th.is takes
away the use of one of your hands and
cakes your attention away from the road.
Another great way to do away with
distractions: buy a hands-free headset. A
lot of states rule that you have to use a
hands-free headset if you are talking on
your cell phone while driving.
Finally, guys: turn down the stereo.
The sub-woofer "boom boom" thing
is outdated. It is no longer a chick
magnet.
KRIS PERKINS is a guest
contributor to the Bison and may be
contacted at kperkins@harding.edu.
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Crazy

January 30, 2009
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- PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA, as part of his inaugural address on Jan 20.

W'IU~m~o v 1·e;tah;a;t~m;e:1audrsef:t1h,~.n gk1 Lifelo~~~~~:~~~:,~:i~~o ~;ili~~~t,~~~
to ourselves, "Wow I wish I could

go ch ere somed ay. " For most peop Ie,
chat dream never becomes a reality.
However, there are those few whose
dreams really do come true.
In my lifetime I have been blessed
to have two dreams come true. I went
overseas last spring to Greece and was
able to see so many amazing things
and go places that I've always wanted
to experience. This year brought the
fulfillment of another dream of mine.
I was given the opportunity to be one
of the estimated 2.2 million people to
wimess first hand the swearing in of
our first black president.
Dushun Scarborough, the Director
of Martin Luther King Jr. commission
of Arkansas, contacted Dr. Linda
Thompson, director of the McNair
Scholar program, here at Harding,
before Thanksgiving break lase year.
He presented her with rhe opportunity
for the scholar program to accompany
the commission to Washington,
D.C., for the inauguration. A lot

Gu est

Space
of the scholars showed interest, but
in the end only nine opted to go
on the trip. Elizabeth Davis, Myles
Thomas, Shaelene Worley, Rachelle
Martindale, Jeremy Townsend, Kubari
and Rainisha Eady, Jacob Schroeder
and I accompanied Dr. Thompson to
D.C. We left by bus from Little Rock
on Saturday, Jan. 18, and returned co
Searcy on Thursday, Jan. 22.
The Monday we were gone was
Marrin Luther King Jr. Day and our
extra day for the semester. While
others were relaxing and enjoying
the day, the I 0 of us got to be at
the Washington Monument where
Dr. King gave his "I Have a Dream"
speech in 1963. For me, thar was
another plus from the trip. Being
there on the day we celebrate his life
was pretty amazing. We also toured
the Lincoln Memorial and saw the

to be able to receive tickers to the
inauguration. This was a surprise that
came at t he Iast minute. Ti1ckets h ad
to be picked up at your state senator's
office, so we went to the Senate offices
and were to meet the state senator for
Arkansas, Blanche Lincoln. She was
really nice and it was a real treat to
meet her.
Monday was a full and interesting
day, but the real excitement was yet
to come. Tuesday we had to be ready
and on the bus by 4 a.m. We got into
D.C. at about 6 a.m. Upon arriving,
we had to walk to find our gate that
would let us inside of the National
Mall. Each ticket was a certain color
and had a corresponding gate to enter.
Once we found where our gate was,
we started the long process of standing
in lines. The crowds were ridiculously
huge, and the lines were very long.
Once we got into our designated
ticket area, we had to search for a
place to stand for the ceremony. After
a long search, we ended up about the
length of a football field away from

much better than I originally thought
it was going be.
N ever in a mi II ion years d id I
think rhac I would ever get to see a
President sworn into office in person.
The experience as a whole was so
amazing. I'm so glad that I was able
to go; the day was so memorable,
and I enjoyed being a part of history.
It was so awesome to be able to hear
President Obama's speech in person.
As I was standing there seeing that so
many people were emotional about
the historic event taking place, I was
overcome with emotion mysel( In
that moment, it didn't matter who was
Caucasian, black, Asian or Hispanic.
In that moment, the only thing that
mattered was people coming together
to witness the changing of power and
to celebrate this milestone for us as
people and as a nation.

DANIELLE BAKER is a guest
contributor to the Bison and may
be contacted at dbakerl @harding.
edu

Liar, Liar Pants On Fire: Be Honest Or Be Qµiet

W

Y is it so hard to just shut
p?
I mean, I get being
excited about a topic. I fully relate to
wanting to gush about [whatever topic
you care about here], because - as my
friends and fumily can attest - I'm really
good about gushing about [whatever
topic you don't care about here] without
even trying. It just happens.
But I think just about everybody
can agree with me when I say that there
is a gigantic difference between my
yapping your ear off for 45 minutes
about how the only reason you don't
like the ending to "No Country For Old
Men" is because you just don't get it and
my lying to somebody in some sort of
cliched, childish, churlish (look it up!)
display of self-important posturing that's
normally reserved for peacocks, middle
schoolers, and people who are named
Tom Cruise.
We're told a couple of times
throughout the Bible to tell the truth.
I seem to remember there being an
especially significant verse about nor
lying that has something to do with
stone tablets and C harlton Heston.
Bue I guess it's kinda like the speed
limit: if you don't have a sign up every
five miles, I'm going to be zipping
down the road so fast that I am
outrunning my headlights. I really
shouldn't need constant reminders
to tell the truth; it should be a fairly
natural decision. Ninety-nine percenr
of the time that I Ue, I have absolutely
no reason to do so. Lying to my mom
about not being the person who didn't
replace the toilet paper roll is one
thing, but the stuff I lie about most of
the time is simply absurd.

AARON RUSKTON

Asleep at the
Keyboard
I remember I once had absolutely
convinced my friend Jason that only
15 seconds had elapsed when it had in
fuct been closer to a minute and a half
I realize that you mighr not think that's
a really big deal, but it certainly was at
the time: we were camping out in my
friend Jeremy's backyard, and on a dare
that only a tentful of seventh grade boys
can come up with, Jason had agreed to
keep a handful of ice in his underwear
for 15 seconds. So you see why this was
a big deal.
(As long as I'm getting all this out in
the open, I'd like to clear up a few other
things that I may have said in the past
that are not exactly all-the-way true.
Despite whatever I may have said to you
in the past: I did not have the winning
hand, I don't like Radiohead and I
invented neither the chicken nor the
chicken sandwich.)
I suppose I sometimes lie in an
effort to be liked or accepted. I
don't know why I do that, since I'm
perfectly happy with the people who
like and accept me right now, and
I'm enough of a grouch that I tend
to hate ocher people anyway. But I
really don't understand why I break
down and cell somebody something
just because I think it's what they want
to hear when I usually don't have any
problem making my actual opinions
known . Ic's not like I lie about things
that I actually care about. If you ask

me who my favorite writer is, I'm not
ever going to say Ernest Hemingway.
I will, instead, say Frank Miller, every
single time. I'm passionate about it, so
I don't have any problem telling you
how I feel.
But I'm kinda ambivalent about,
say, my favorite Glenn Close movie. I
don't care about Glenn C lose. Ar all.
So when you're sitting across from me
in the srudent center and ask me what
my favorite Glenn Close movie is, and I
reply, "Gandahar," please remember that
even though I'm quite obviously lying,
I have absolutely no idea why I'm doing
it. It's not a compulsion or anything. I'm
not a pathological liar; I just occasionally
find myself saying things that simply
aren't true, and I've got to work on that.
I don't know if this makes me weird
or anything, but I find that I'm far
mor.: likely to tell the truth - the raw,
naked, blunt truth-when I'm upset
about something than when I'm calm.
I guess it goes back to that relation
berween my passions and my lies or
something. When I'm mad, you can
get me to tell the whole ugly truth
about anything you want. I don't
think chat I necessarily get mean, but
I definitely stop being nice. I suppose
that's a problem, too. But what
happens for me is that I think about
my own penchant for honesty in the
midst of anger, and then I chink about
other people who can lie in the middle
of the fiery heat of their bilious rage,
and I come to one conclusion: those
people are a whole lot better at lying
than I am.
Lying is such an inescapable part of
our lives. There are people who base
their entire careers on lies. No car is

ever that nice for that litcle money, no
beer magically makes women in skimpy
swimsuits appear in your house and no
amount of catchy slogans and hopeful
posters will ever revolutionize politics.
Lying is such a necessary skill in some
places that it should be an Olympic
event. The first person to convince the
Russian judge that the sky is mauve wins
the gold.
But down here on the ground,
where we aren't all slick hucksters, we
have no reason to say anything that
isn't true. Can you imagine if we all
just starred completely not lying to
each other? Oh, goodness, what bliss!
The revolution wo uld be complete!
People would get along with each
other! Wars the world over would
come to an end! Stupid haircuts would
disappear forever!
So what have we learned? What can
we do? How can we make the world
a better place, even if it is only in our
own small way? Call me a radical if
you wish, but I'm willing to go ouc
on a limb here by saying that - and
remember this is just an idea - maybe
we could all just start telling che truth.
I know, I know, it's enough to get a
guy excommunicated, but I chink it
just might work. For those of you who
might not be comfortable with such
extreme measures, I do have a backup
plan chat actually requires less work.
If you can't tell the truth and you can't
not lie, how about not saying anything
at all? I mean, really ... Why is that
so hard?
AARON RUSHTON is a guest
contributor to the Bison and may be
contacted at ajrushton@harding.edu.

God's Plan For You Might Just 'Blow Your Mind'
w weeks ago, I leaned back
my chair, put my feet up on
y desk, and asked God for
a revelation. I had a deadline, and I
needed co know what to do with my
summer. So God, what is it? Plan A
or plan B ... or perhaps plan C? Of
course, I wanted God to drop a road
map in my lap that would tell me
exactly where to get off and where to
Stop.
Maybe God does that in some
situations, but apparently God in His
wisdom decided that my situation
didn't qualify.
But why the mystery? If He wants
us to do something, why doesn't He just
tell us instead of making us go through
all the trouble of sorting through our
feelings and motives? Why can't God
be clear? Ifyou've ever wrestled with
questions like these before, you're in
good company. However, there has to
be a reason behind the frustration and
chaos that seem to engulf us every time
we descend to the point where our souls
meet God.
To be perfectly honest, I don't have
much experience in such desc.ents, but a
wise friend and brother told me that part
of the reason we have so much difficulty

DANIEL KISER

Guest

Space
figuring out God's will is "because our
finite minds are trying to grasp the will
of an infinite mind."
We've all heard the phrase "it will
blow your mind," but have you ever
thought that such a thing might really
be possible? For example, have you
ever tried to imagine what it was
like before time began, when there
was nothing? We can't do it. Our
minds are so grounded in rhe world
of somethings that it is impossible
for us to picture a world of nothings.
Wendell Berry, who among other
books, wrote "Life is a Miracle," notes
that "we can't comprehend what
comprehends us." Our minds are
weak, fallible and limited.
OK, so what does this have to do
with God's will? It seems possible
that our minds are too small to
fully grasp the nature of God's plan,
which explains why we have so much
difficulty whenever we try. It could

well be that if God were to tell us
exactly what His will is, we wouldn't
understand it.
If you think about it, God's will
doesn't jusr include his will for our
lives but for the lives of every human
being on the face of the planet. Can
we comprehend how God's plans for
our life intermingle and connect with
His plans for the lives of all chose
around us? Seems unlikely. And don't
forget that the ways in which God
accomplishes His plans sometimes
defy our best attempts to explain or
predict them. Jacob bribes his brother
and deceives his father, thus becoming
the patriarch of a great nation and an
ancestor of Christ. Go figure.
I think we have a tendency to
believe that we can't follow God's will
unless He specifically tells us what to
do. Is it possible that God can use
our ignorance and bungling to get us
where we really need to be? When I
was in Zambia with the HIZ program,
we had a bus driver named Donald.
One of the doctors who visited
Zambia asked Donald how he could
find his way in the bush when there
are so many roads to choose from that
all look the same.

Donald responded that he can
sometimes tell what road to take by
finding landmarks like a tree or a
peculiar rock, but even if he doesn't
find the road he wants, all the roads are
bound to lead to someone who needs
help. We might not know where we're
headed, but God does.
Like I said earlier, I barely know what
I'm doing. If you want expert advice,
find someone with gray hair who's been
struggling to understand God for a
long time. However, I think it's clear
that God's will embraces all peoples,
all times, all places and all siruations,
and there's no way that we as humans
can comprehend tlle magnitude and
complexity of God's plans. For me
to expect God to simply reveal the
entirety of his thoughts to me is both
impudent and dangerous. Not only
am I aggrandizing myself, but I'm also
reducing God.
Our job is to trust and obey,
believing that God will reveal everything
we need to know - and, of course, what
He reveals will blow our minds.
DANIEL KISER is a guest
contributor to the Bison and may be
contacted at dkiser@harding.edu.
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20 January 2009 • Washington D.C.

Associated Press
Barack Obama is sworn in as the 44th president of the United States Jan. 20 in front of an estimated 1.6 million onlookers at the West Front of the U.S. Capitol in Washington.

Associated Press
Barack Obama, left, joined by his wife Michelle, takes the oath of office from
Chief Justice John Roberts.

Associated Press
After taking the oath of office, President Barack Obama is congratulated by
daughter Sasha, lower left, as first lady Michelle Obama looks on at the U.S.
Capitol in Washington.

ARNEL I et1t Jean
Students in Dr. Jim Miller's Mass Media Writing class use the social networking
Web site Twitter to post reactions to Barack Obama's inauguration.

Associated Press
President Barack Obama delivers his inaugural address Jan. 20 on the steps of the U.S. Capitol in Washington.
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Bison tennis teams look
for successful seasons
By ROBERTO MCGOWAN
student reporter
ith both the men's
and women's tennis
teams finishing last
season ranked in the top four
in the Gulf South Conference
and with a trip to nationals,
head coach David Elliot said
he has a good feeling about the
2008-09 season.
Going into his 34th season
as mens coach and 18th as the
womens coach, Elliot is the longest tenured coach in Harding
athletics' history.
In 2006, Elliott became only the
fourth collegiate tennis coach on
record with 1,000 career wins.
Looking ahead to the 20082009 season, Elliot said he tries
to be realistic.
"The goal is to be the best
you can be, win every game
possible and do it with class,"
Elliott said.
Elliott said he believes he
has a solid program with solid
teams, and his team tries not
to put any unjust pressure on
themselves by worrying about
rankings. He knows the playing
field is not always level, with some
p~s being fully founded and
some not, but he tells his teams
not to worry about the level of
competition.
"Playing the best teams make
you a lot better and helps the
program, because you're able
to tell recruits that we play the
best teams in the country," Elliott said.
Playing in the GSC can be
very tough. With the expansion

W

of the region, more teams are
competing for a shot at nationals.1hree of the last six nationals
were won by Valdosta State and
West Florida.
Some of the key players lost
from last year's team are Enrique
Mendoza and Rich Rios on the
mens side, and the women lost
Karina Gomes, who is now a
student assistant for the team.
But the men and women made
up for their losses with the addition of freshman Gina Cielo
from Lee's Summit, Mo., and
freshman Emily Samson from
Searcy on the women's side and
freshman Henrique Ruiz from
Sao Paulo, Brazil, on the mens
side. Elliott said he thinks all
three players are solid.
Returning from last years
team is senior Alicia Williams
on the womens team ar.d junior
Olhjas Taniyev, senior Brett Hoch
and senior Marco Ruiz on the
mens team.
Alicia Williams, three-time
all-conference and three-time
academic all-conference, is one
of the leaders on the womens
team. Williams has also been
named to the ESPN the Mag.lzine
Academic All-District VI AtLarge Team. Williams said she
truly enjoys playing at Harding
University.
Williams said the team is a lot
younger than the team was her
freshman year and still has a lot of
experience to be gained. She said
the most important thing on the
team is for players to bond.
"A team full of great players
wont work if they don't gel,"
Williams said.

This will be Williams' last
season on the team, and she
said her words ofwisdom before
she leaves would be that a spot
playing number one is no more
important than playing number
six on a tennis team: everybody
matters.
Williams said she feels playing
at Harding has allowed her to
play with people from different
walks of life and with different
personalities. She said she likes
the low-key aspect of the '>port
but does wish for more fan
support.
On the men's team, senior Ruiz,
brother of freshman Henrique
Ruiz, is one of the teams stronger
players. Ruiz said he loves playing
at Harding.
"When I played in Brazil it
was more individual, but here
at Harding it is more about the
team," Ruiz said.
According to Ruiz, it does
not matter if one player wins or
loses; it's about how the team
finishes.
Ruiz said he thinks this year's
team is better than last years,
because ofthe experience gained
and key new players. Ruiz said he
also feels the team has bonded
more this year, making them a
stronger unit.
Hoch said he feels like the new
guys are really good and the team
is gelling a lot better this year. All
the players said they have fun at
practice and at the games, and
the teams are like a family.
Elliott has built a long history
of winning and said he hopes
to keep the tradition alive this
season.

Illustration by Leah Faust I the Bison

Photos courtesy of HU Public Relations

Super Bowl XLIII brings opportunity for Cardinals
CHRIS O'DELL

The
Leadoff
y es, you heard right. The
Arizona Cardinals are
in the Super Bowl this
weekend, and although the
Cardinals' road to Tampa has
been one of the most unlikely
runs in league history, they
might give a better fight than
most expect.
Despite Arizona fans
pulling the Rodney Dangerfield card and complaining
of a lack of respect around
the league, NFL fans have
had their reasons to doubt
the Cardinals. Besides, this

is a Cardinals team that
went 9-7 in the regular season after losing four of its
final six games. The average
margin of defeat in those
four losses came by more
than 24 points per game.
Their mediocre play down
the stretch even had many
fans calling this Cardinals
team the worst postseason
team in the history of the
game. Did I mention the
Cardinals franchise hasn't
won a championship since
1947? The only longer
drought in the four major
sports is the Chicago Cubs,
who have gone more than
100 years since their last
title.
So how did the Cardinals
make it this far? It started
with the veteran leadership

of quarterback Kurt Warner,
who has been nothing short
of phenomenal in the postseason. His experience down
the stretch has made Cardinals fans forget all about that
quarterback from USC sitting
on the bench. However, having the best all-around wide
receiver in the NFL doesn't
hurt Warner.
Larry Fitzgerald is having
one of the greatest playoff
performances ever by a widereceiver. The two offensive
leaders, teamed with receiver
Anquan Boldin and running
back Edgerrin James, make
this Cardinals offense hard to
stop.
However, no one should
forget that this Steelers defense has been the best
defense in the league all

season long. Mike Tomlin's
team is built around their
hard-nosed defense that is
led by D efensive Player of
the Year, James Harrison,
and safety Troy Polamalu. In
the regular season this "Steel
Curtain" defense ranked
number one in total defense
and passing yards and second in rushing yards given
up per game. Therefore,
Super Bowl XLIII should
come down to who wins
the matchup between the
Cardinals offense and the
Steelers defense. However,
a less-mentioned matchup
might be the most intriguing
on Super Bowl Sunday.
The Steelers offense has
struggled all season long
behind young Ben Roethlisberger at quarterback. It

ranked 20th in the league
after averaging fewer than
22 points per game in the
regular season. It will battle
an Arizona defense that
struggled greatly throughout
the regular season but has
come together in the playoffs.
The Cardinals defense has
forced 11 turnovers in its
three postseason games, and
as a team the Cardinals are
plus nine in the turnover ratio.
If the Cardinals defense can
force Roethlisberger into early
mistakes, the Cardinals could
grab an early lead that should
be maintainable throughout
the game.
Prediction: Although
I feel this game could go
either way, I'll take the Cardinals winning 24-17 after
a Roethlisberger intercep-

tion on the final drive of the
game. Warner will then take
a knee to ice the game for
the Cardinals.
MVP: Kurt Warner wins
his second Super Bowl
MVP award after throwing
for three touchdown passes
and more than 250 yards.
Fitzgerald and Boldin won't
be far behind Warner in the
voting.
The matchup is Sunday,
and for the Arizona Cardinals
and their fans it's win and
earn the respect of the league,
or lose and again be known as
THE Arizona Cardinals.

CHRIS O'DELL
serves as the sports editor
for the 2009 Bison.
He may be contacted at
codell@harding.edu
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Bison Notes

HU teams
face Tigers
on road
information courtesy of
Harding Sports Informat ion
The Harding womens basketball team continues Gulf South
Conference action Saturday
as the Lady Bisons travel to
Arkadelphia to take on the Lady
Tigers at 3 p.m. Harding looks to

GSC West
Women's
Basketball
GSC Total
w l w l
Delta State ......... 5 O 15 5
Arkansas Tech ..... 4 1 14 4
UA-Monticello ..... 4 1 12 4
Ouachita Baptist. 2 3 12 5
Henderson State. 2 3 8 9
Harding .............. 1 4 13 4
Christian Bros..... 1 4 8 10
Southern Ark ...... 1 4 7 11
* standings do not reflect
Thursday's games

improve on its 1-4 record in the
conference.
Despite a 1-4 conference

record, the Lady Bisons are 13-4
overall after beginning the season

Bisons try to maintain
fifth seed in West

12-0. The quick start even had the

GSC West Men's
Basketball
GSC

Lady Bisons in the national rank-

The Biron OOsketball team is
looking to stay in the thick ofthe
GulfSouth Conference West
Division racce Saturday~ the
team travds to AOOdelphia to take

ings. The team climbed into the
USATodny ESPN Division II top
25 poll released by the Womens
Basketball Coaches Associatiort It
was the first time since joining the
NCAA in 1997 that Harding has
been voted into the top 25.
The Lady Bisons will be
coming offa 94-89 overtime
loss to Arkansas-Monticello last
weekend in Searcy. The team, led
by head coach Tim Kirby, is 6-3
on the road this season.

on Ouachita Baptist at 5:00 p.m
The Bisons a.urent!y sit™> games
behind GSC West leader A.tkamas
Monticello. Harding is ranked fifth
in the division heaiing into this
weekends sher.~The tq> ~
teams in the division advanre to the

GSC tournament in March.

Tota l
l
UA-Monticello ..... 4 l 15 3
Christian Bros ..... 4 l 15 3
Arkansas Tech .... 4 1 14 4
Delta State ......... 3 2 13 5
Harding.............. 2 3 12 6
Ouachita Baptist. 1 4 11 7
Southern Ark ...... 1 4 7 10
Henderson State. l 4 3 14
* standings do not reflect
Thursday's games

w

l

w

In his 16th season as head
coach ofthe Bisons, coach Jeff
Morgan has led his team to a 12-6
record on the season. His team re-

centl:y tied a school-record with 13
straight wins at home before finally
fulling to 19th ranked Arl<ansas
Monticello Saturday at the Rhodes
Field House. The Bisons shot only
39 pen:ent from the field and made
a season-low 19 field goals.
Kevin Brown leads the Bisons
in scoring at 15.3 points per
game, good for seventh in the
GSC. Brown also ranks fifth in
the GSC in field goal percentage
at 58.4 percent from the field.
Saturday's game is the first oft'OO
this~~Hardingand

Ouachita BaptistThe Bi9:>n<> and
Tigcrs will meet again on Feb. 28.

Kirwa, Biwott record qualifying times at Arkansas meet
By AMANDA PRUITI
cartoonist
While most of Harding's
distance runners rested during
C hristmas break, sophomore
Daniel Kirwa and freshman
Philip Biwott spent the break
between semesters training with
coach Steve Guymon to prepare
for the indoor track season.
By the time Kirwa and Biwott
ran in last week's Razorback
Invitational in Fayetteville, Ark.,
they were ready.
Biwottwon the5,000 meters,
and Kirwa finished eighth in
the mile with a career-best time
of 4 minutes, 5 seconds. Both
runners turned in automatic
national qualifying times and will
run in the NCAA Division II
National Indoor Track and Field
Championships in March.
In his first collegiate track
meet, Biwott finished his race
in 14:18, more than 30 seconds
ahead of the second-place finisher, Missouri Southem's Jarkko
Jarvenpaa.
Guymon said he wasn't surprised at the fast time. Based on
Biwott's performances during the
fall cross country season, Guymon
knew the freshman would also
excel at track as well.
"Philip is very efficient, a hard
worker, and has leadership quali-

ties," Guymon said. "I'm looking catching Crawford's record
forward to working with them comes in the timing. Running
for the next three years."
a four minute mile, one of the
For Kirwa, success has become gold standards of track, requires
routine.
an almost perfect race.
Last year, Kirwa was the
"Four seconds doesn't seem
national champion in the indoor like much, but if you slip up
mile and was also the champion on the pace a little bit, and it's
in the 10,000 during the outdoor gone," Guymon said.
Kirwa and Biwott each reseason. He also won seven of the
eight cross country races he com- ceived some help when it came
peted in during the fall, including to keeping a qualifying pace.
the Gulf South Conference and Artur Kern, who finished his
eligibility after cross country
South Regional meet.
Kirwa won the second heat of season, paced both runners
the championship mile Saturday, this weekend. Kern ran the
and his time put him on the first half of each race to ensure
path to defending his national Harding runners kept an even
championship. His 4:05 time speed before he pulled out, a
was good enough for eighth common strategy in track when
overall; two runners finished runners attempt personal bests
with times under four minutes or national times.
in the first heat.
Although Kern and teamGuymon said one ofKirwa's mate Julius Kcsgei finished
goals for the indoor season was their collegiate careers in the
to run as close to four minutes fall, both have remained active
as possible, if not even faster. in Harding 's track program.
The faster Kirwa finishes, the Guymon said the two now act
closer he has come to reaching as assistant coaches.
Harding's oldest indoor track
"They train with the team, they
record: Jim Crawford's 4:01 help me coach, they help me if
mile set in 1968.
we need pacing done," Guymon
"I would never bet against said. "They just want the runners
him," Guymon said. "Whatever here to do well. Between the two
he puts his mind to and he has of them, that's 20 All-American
the right opportunity, I believe honors, and the other athletes
photo by DAVID CROUCH
it can be done."
would do well to pay attention Freshman Daniel Kirwa battles Chico State senior Scott Bauhs at the NCAA Division II Cross Country
Most of the difficulty in to them."
National Championship. Kirwa finished seventh overall to earn his first cross country All-America honor.

Volleyball ace einbraces Christ
By BILLIE PIETERS
student reporter

photo by CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison
Junior outside hitter Manuela Nesheva spikes the ball during a recent home game at the Rhodes Field
House. Nesheva is Harding's career leader in kills per game (4.68) and service aces per game (0.65) .

Harding University in the fall of
'06 as a freshman starter on the
Lady Bisons volleyball team.
On Jan. 1, 1988 Manuela
"The volleyball team are
Nesheva was born to parents really nice girls," Nesh eva said.
Slavcho and Darina Nesheva. "We get a long well. Everyone
Nesheva is a junior management is so nice to each other and that
major. She is also a member of helps a lot. We don't have any
the Harding University vol- arguments or tension."
Nesheva is Hardings career
leyball team.
Manuela grew up in Lukovit, leader in kills per game (4.68)
Bulgaria, and played volleyball and service aces per game
in high school before coming to (0.65). Some other awards of
Harding. When Neshcva first Nesheva's are: 2007 Daktronthought of playing volleyball ics First-Team A ll-America,
in college she sent a video into 2007 Daktronics First-Team
UALR.
All- Region, 2007 First-Team
"Their coach was from Bul- All- GSC, 2007 Academic
garia and there were three other All- GSC and six-time GSC
girls from Bulgaria playing for Player of the Week.
him," Nesheva said. "They are
Nesheva said adjusting
D - 1 and you have to be over to Searcy was difficult in the
beginning.
six feet tall."
Coach Keith Giboney ended
"At first I was confused and
up e-mailing Nesheva, and they in culture shock," she said. "I
got in contact. Nesheva came to had to learn a lot."
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Nesheva said everything
is different in Searcy when
compared to Lukovit, where
she is from.
"There are so many Christian-like people here," she said.
"There are Christian people and
nice people at home, but it is
not like here."
The largest change for Nesheva
was when she was baptized after
Christmas break.
"I was baptized back home,
but I was sprinkled,"Nesheva
said. "I went to Dallas with
one of my friends, and h er
dad was a minister in the
church. He answered a lot of
my questions."
Offseason volleyball practice
recently started for the team
and Nesheva is preparing for her senior year of volleyball.
During the summer Nesheva
will be staying in the Searcy area •
and getting an internship.

$21 .50 or more

117 Spring St.· Downt own Searcy· 501-268-733 3
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Concert choir
tour canceled

'The Dumb Waiter'

By REBECCA HARRELL
student reporter

photo by NOAH DARNELL I Petit Jean
"Ben", played by Colt Cannon, left, and "Gus" played by Nathaniel Curtis White, argue about mysterious messages they have been
receiving from a dumb waiter. "The Dumb Waiter" is directed by Kenny Dolinger and opened Thursday night.

Some college students have trouble
finding a 'home away from home'
Local churches attempt to get undergraduates involved with regular activities
By RACHEL DENZIN
student reporter
Some Harding students said
they h ad a hard time finding
a church to get connected to
after coming to college and
l eaving their home church
behind.
Making a move from a church
w here one is well-known to a
church where someone knows
virtually no one is a challenging
move for most. This makes it
very hard for students to feel
connected in the church during
those crucial college years.
"Compared to what I was at
[my home church], I am now
just a spectator at church ,"
junior Andrea Jernigan said. "I
participate in church services,
but I'm not active as in having
an actual role in the church."
Many said they feel like
Jernigan does because they feel
lost in the church for the four
years they are in college.
Todd Gentry, one of the
campus ministers for The Rock
House, said that it is kind of
true that students are lost
for four years in the church,
and one reason is the sheer
number of student members
at churches. He said that at
College Church of Christ alone

there are about 500 students
A few ways College reaches
who attend services.
out to students is by having
Gentry said the Rock House home devotionals on Sunday
tries to make connections with and Wednesday nights, the
students early on by activities States Project (which pairs
such as a cookout with the students with members that
freshmen during Impact week have the same home state to
and going door to door in the do fun activities) and various
freshmen dorms leaving items service projects around Searcy
like water bottles or Frisbees. and the country.
These activities are used as
Fellowship Church has a large
an opportunity to encourage number of student members
students to get connected at a and also coordinates Bible
studies with campus students
church in or around Searcy.
Todd Miller, Children's as a way of outreach.
Minister at Downtown Church
Realizing the tough tranof Christ, said Downtown sition college students make,
tries to make students aware most churches try to involve
of opportunities as well.
Harding students. The goal
"We really work to let the for churches is to prepare
university students at Down- students to be leaders in the
town know that we want them churches they will end up in
to feel connected and to get after graduation.
involved in the work of the
The size alone of the
church," Miller said.
churches makes it difficult for
There are about 50 students members to meet and connect
who are involved volunteering with every single student and
with the Children's Ministry at help them prepare to be leadDowntown. They lead singing, ers. Gentry said it helps when
perform puppetry and lead students are deliberate about
small groups.
going and telling the leaders
"I love working with the in a church that they want to
Children's Ministry at Down- be involved.
town," junior Hunter Mitchell
"The struggle [connecting
said. "I feel more connected to with students] is Lthat] students
the church now that I am in don't make the effort, and
college than I ever have."
when they do make the effort

Harding dismisses
classes on MLKJr.
Day for first tillle
By PENELOPE CRONK
ABBEY HUNTER
student reporters
ERIC HOLLINGSWORTH
copy editor
Harding dismissed classes
a nd closed offices in celebration of Martin Luther
King Jr. Day for the first
time in school history. This
was a new addition to the
2008-2009 school calendar
accompanying fall break in
October. Several students
said they enjoyed the chance
to take a break.
"It was a great day to see
friends [and] unwind from
school," junior Jake Hodges
said.
Many students said they
were focused on the meaning of
the holiday and the upcoming
events in Washington.
"I s pent a lot of time
watching all the inaugurat ion events going on in
Washington," senior Kate
Kuwitzky said. "It was great
to be able to spend time paying attention to something
so monumental."
Many students said they
recognize that this year's
in auguration of President
Barack Obama was one of
major importance, and the fact

that the first black president
was sworn into office the day
after Martin Luther King Jr.
Day made it that much more
momentous.
The idea for taking a day
of holiday for Martin Luther
King Jr. Day was proposed
by 2007-2008 Student Association President Charlie
Walker. Ultimately, the
decision was left up to the
teachers following a question
and answer period.
Larry Long, Vice-President
of Academic Affairs, said
that he had received good
feedback on fall break and
expected similar reactions in
regards to the Martin Luther
King Jr. Day holiday.
While many students
were wrapped up in all the
presidential activities on TV,
some took the day off to kick
back and relax.
"It was great to have a
day off because I work all the
time," senior Rachel Lathrop
said. "It was nice to not do
anything."
While some students
took time for themselves,
and others focused on other
world events, most said they
were glad to have a shortened
school week regardless ofhow
they used the free time.
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[they aren't always] consistent,"
Gentry said.
Aside from traditional
services on Sunday mornings
and evenings, some churches
offer slightly different fare.
Downtown has a weekly communion service Sunday evenings
at 8:30 that focuses on singing
and taking the Lord's Supper.
Instead of passing the bread
and juice, attendees get up and
go to tables in the middle of
the room to get them.
Many Harding professors
also host Wednesday evening
Bible studies in their homes.
These are very popular among
s tudents, and many Bible
studies fill the host house to
capacity, with people sitting on
the floor or on stairs to make
room for everyone.
Senior Drew Spickes said
he enjoys how the group attending the home Bible study
he frequents interacts and
discusses the topic under study
each week.
"I've been going to the
Garners' Bible study for three
semesters now," he said, "and
I really like it because it feels
like one conversation t hat
has been going on for a really
long time among very good
friends."

The new year always brings
excitement to the different groups
on campus, and the concert choir is
no different. With a group ofabout
90, they had many things planned
for the spring semester, including
their spring tour. H owever, the
tour had to be cancelled.
Dr. Arthur Shearin, the choir
director, has a health issue that
needs to be monitored, which will
not allow him to travel for a trip
of that length.
"It is balanced somewhat that
we have already three overnight
trips already booked," Shearin said.
"That is six days on the road."
The cancellation not only
surprised many people, but it also
caused different reactions.
"To be completely honest with
myself and everyone else, part of
me is relieved that there isn't a
spring tour," senior Lyn Rushton
said "Now I know I have that time
to recuperate from the business
ofschool and to spend time with
my family, but the other part of
me is a little bummed because
spring tour is always a blast. It's an
opportunity to get to see parts of
our nation that we may not have
seen before."
"The best part about tour
though is the chance we have to
minister to so many people. I've
always thought spring tour is just
like any other spring break mission trip; we reach out to people
and possibly help them in our
own way by ministering to them
through song."

Freshman Stephen McBride
echoed Rushton's feelings.
"It's kind ofa letdown,"he said.
"I was looking forward to bonding
with everyone, and now I have to
find plans for spring break."
Though many ofthe members
were saddened that the tour was
cancelled and worried about Dr.
Shearin's health issue, most students understood and respected
his decision.
D espite their worries and
disappointments, the students
had nothing but praise for the
concert choir.
"I love the people in choir,"
Rushton said. "Over the years, I
have made so many wonderful
friends who have been there for
me when I needed them and who
have truly become my brothers and
sisters. The people in choir are a
group ofpeople who enjoy singing
and enjoy ministering to people.
There's just something different
about our group."
Even though the concert choir
had a minor setback with the
cancellation of the spring tour, it
does not seem to have dampened
the members' spirits. Beacause of
this cancellation the students will
have more time to rest and focus
on school, and Shearin will have
plenty oftime to recover from his
health issue.
In 2010, the members will
again be getting ready for spring
tour with their usual excitement
and enthusiasm. The new year
will bring the students ofconcert
choir across the country, giving
them the opportunity to sing to
people everywhere.

Chorus perforllls on
annual tour during
Christlllas holiday
By NICHOLAS SMELSOR
student reporter

have seemed intimidating, but the
students were able to pull through
and calm their nerves.
"You get nervous; that is bound
The HardingUniversity Chorus
went on its annual winter tour to happen," junior Chandler
Grownssaid , "but you get over
over break from Jan. 3 to 11.
The student ensemble of 53, it, and you go out and have a
under the direction of Dr. Cliff great performance."
Ganus, went to multiple locations
The Chorus performed
all over the tour including: St multiple works such as "I Thank
Louis, Mo., Chicago, Ill., and You God", "Beati Qiorum Via",
"Something About That Name",
Rochester, Mich.
The students in this ensemble "Hark I Hear the Harps Eternal"
gave up a week of their break to and "Os Justi".
Though the tour was packed
go share their gift of song with
others. Though some students with performances, the stusaid this was hard on them, dents still found time to enjoy
most agreed that it was well themselves. They went to the
St. Louis Zoo, played in the
worth it.
"I missed my sister's wedding," snow and walked on one of the
freshman Tiffany Moan said, Great Lakes.
"but the tour was great, and 1
The HardingUniversity Chorus
h ad a lot of fu n."
will be performing "Beethoven's
The students performed in Ninth Symphony" with t h e
front of large crowds in every Arkansas Symphony Orchestra
venue. The large audiences may Feb. 28 and March 1.

Awareness group plans projects
Humanity looks to stay busy during semester with several events
By MEREDITH GRAVElTE
specia l to the Bison
HUmanity, a student run
organization, is fighting for
social justice and making people
aware, preparing for a blooming
spring and focusing on awareness
about important humanitarian
issues.
"Our mission is to affect a
permanent revolution in the
social and spiritual status quo on
our campus, in our immediate
community and in the greater
world around us with the desire
to dream of a world where hope
and justice can nourish faith
and growth, and we have the
will to see it through," Alan
Elrod said.
Upcoming projects include: a
community garden, the Mawula
project, a human trafficking and
slavery awareness project, a fundraiser for the Kara orphanage in
Togo, a plan to utilize leftover
cafeteria meals, showing documentaries and guest speakers
about specific topics.
The community garden project
is led by Zach Seagle and Randal
Gabriel. Sections of the garden
will be sold to groups, friends,
clubs, and others. Buyers will
be responsible for taking care of
their section. A large portion of
the products will be given back
to the community.
The Mawula project is lead
by Josh Nason. It is based out

of Jinja, Uganda and entails
community - building and tree
r eplanting. Help i s wanted
from anyone with marketing
experiences.
Meredith Gravatte is leading
the human trafficking and slavery
awareness project. Feb. 11 will
be sex trafficking awareness day
at Harding. Fundraising and
awareness about slavery will
be shown at a fashion show.
Meredith Gravatte will also
lead fundraising for the Kara
orphanage in Togo. Photos

will be sold to raise money for
medical tools and food for the
children in this orphanage.
The plan to utilize leftover
cafeteria meals will be led by
Patrick Covert. Covert is trying to figure out what do with
meals and the money leftover on
students' meal plans. Covert is
also trying to figure wages for
Harding employees.
Documentaries to be shown
will be voted on by members,
and the dates are to come. Guest
speakers will be placed with their

corresponding project, and the
dates will be posted.
HUmanity would love people
to be involved at the group level
and be able to come to meetings, but if students feel they
are pressed for time or wouldn't
be able to commit, then they
can contact anyone heading up
specific projects. Meetings are
held Thursday nights at 7p.m.
in the Ganus Building.
For further information, contact
Alan Elrod, Patrick Baird, and
Zach Seagle via Facebook.

Think You Can Write?
The Bison needs you!

Contac t Jeremy Watson
at
jwatson@harding .edu
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Mclaughlin allows true self to shine in concert
By SARAH KYLE
i;tudent reporter

For students at Harding
University, the spring semester opened with the sound of
music. No, not Julie Andrews
and an endless monologue
about a few of her "Favorite
11llngs," but a close second:
Jon McLaughlin.
McLaughlin hit the stage
Jan. 16, his band's first show
since Dec. 20. He opted for
an environment much like
his alma-mater, Anderson
University, a small liberal
arts school affiliated with the
Church of God.
"Where I came from is
very middle-of-nowhere, very
simple life kind of a thing,
and I've really grown to appreciate that as I've been away
from it,"McLaughlin, who
started his musical career at
the age of four in Indiana,
said.
Featured among the songs
McLaughlin and his band
played at Harding were both
songs about God and those of
McLaughlin's own struggles
within the music industry.
The concert opened with
the hit single "Beating My
Heart," off McLaughlin's new
record "OK Now," a song
strictly about Jesus. Though
many of his songs are in the

successful, all this kind of
same vein, McLaughlin said
he choose to not join a Chris- stuff. It comes off as this song
tian label.
about a girl, but it's really a
"I've never really felt like I
song about the music industry
wanted to be in the Christian
as that girl, and the city is
music industry. I've never
New York ... and just kind of
felt like that was where I was
about that part of me that just
supposed to be," McLaughlin
wanted to quit and go back to
said.
Indiana and pretend like this
didn't really mean that much
However, his decision did
to me."
not come without fears of the
McLaughlin also used his
secular music industry's notoriously toxic environment.
music to convey a sense of
staying true to oneself with
"Going into it, I sort of
his hit song, "The Middle."
had those fears that I would
"That song is more written
find myself in the middle of
about trying to stay true to
some drunken sex free-forwhat I originally set out to do
all or something, but you
and be and lessons that I've
really just kind of create the
environment you want when
learned so far along the way,"
McLaughlin said.
you're on the road because
most of the time it's just like
The concert was well
attended and enjoyed by stuthis. We just say, 'this is how
we do things' and that's how it dents, including senior Jacque
Breuer.
is," McLaughlin said.
"There's something
McLaughlin continued the
wonderful about watching
concert sitting alone at the
someone perform the music
piano softly framed by blue
they love and something
lights reflecting off the stage.
even more wonderful about
From there he expressed his
how that music connected
emotional struggle with the
the audience with him and
music industry through the
song "Indiana."
touched our souls," Breuer
"Long story short, I guess,
said.
there was all this pressure
McLaughlin is scheduled
to do these things, otherto continue his tour through
wise it's not going to work,"
March 7. A tour schedule
and more information on
McLaughin said. "Like this
photo by TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison
music career isn't going to
McLaughlin can be found at
www.6 .islandrecords.com.
work, you're rrot going to be
On Jan. 16 in the Benson Auditorium, Jon Mclaughlin sang songs about God and his own struggles.

Semester features sundry plays
By CAROLINE DAMRON
student reporter

We may not be near
Broadway or in view of hallowed Hollywood, but there
is a theater community on
H arding's campus that is
expected to be in full bloom
this spring:
seven student-directed
'one-acts' and a faculty-directed full-length play will
be preformed throughout
the spring semester.
"It's an exciting season
for the theater department
because of the variety of
shows going up, giving the
campus exposure to many
different types of theater,"
junior theater major Anna
Shaffer said.
Variety is an understatement: hit men, love, laughter,
the inner self, humorous dining experiences, adventure in
the jungle and on the high
seas and a little slap-stick
comedy describe the types of
plays being performed this
semester only in part.
Theater majors are
required to cast and direct
a one-act of their choice
during their junior semester.
The seven student directors
include: Kenny Dolinger,
Malcolm Clark, Mary

McBride, Anna Shaffer,
Megan West, Aaron Tucker
and Rachel Filbeck. Each
with their own theatrical
aspirations either to teach,
perform or both, they have
been working since this fall
to cast, direct and coordinate
their shows.
Harding's theater community, its faculty, students
and actors are planning a
season full of excitement.
and the student body will be
able to take this opportunity

Dumbwaiter" follows two
plotting hit men and "Life in
Technicolor" is a play about
life, love and how it never
goes according to plan.
Early in February, three
shows will be performed,
including Gregg's "Why Do
We Laugh?, Gerstenburg's
"Overtones," and Gurney's
"The Dining Room."
"Why D o We Laugh?,"
directed by Mary McBride,
is about love (and hate)
and the way people change

Spring Plays
• "The Dumbwaiter" and "Life in Technicolor"
- Jan. 29-31 at 7 p.m.
• "Why Do We Laugh?," "Overtones." and "The Dining Room"
- Feb. 12-14 at 7 p.m.
• "Treasure Island" and "The Jungle Book"
- Feb. 26 at 6 p.m., 27 at 6 and 9 p.m., and 28 at 2 and 6 p.m.
• •scapin"
- April 9 and 10 at 7 p.m., 11 at 2 p.m. and April 16-18 at 7 p.m.

to support and enjoy their
accomplishments.
In January, Pinter's "The
Dumbwaiter," directed by
Kenny Dolinger will go up
in conjunction with L evine's
"Life in Technicolor,"
directed by Malcolm Clark
to begin the season. "The

each other. "Overtones" is a
delightful, comedy about the
"inner voice" in us all and
is directed by Anna Shaffer. "The Dining Room,"
directed by Megan West,
follows various characters
through a patchwork of funny, emotional and sometimes

~helby

Mike

remorseful scenes exposing
their inner lives.
In late February, "Treasure Island" and "The
Jungle Book" will both be
performed in the round, a
staging technique in which
the audience surrounds the
entire stage, and will go up
under the direction of Aaron
Tucker and Rachel Filbeck,
respectively. These classic
children's tales have been
adapted to the stage and
are expected to impress and
thrill the audience.
And finally, in April
Moliere's "Scapin," directed
by Harding theater faculty
member Britton Lynn, is
a classic slapstick comedy
of scheming servants, mistaken identity and the question of who loves whom.
"The theater program
has not produced a historic
author in a while, and we
needed to expose both our
audience and our students
to this style of performance"
Lynn said. "This show does
that while allowing for a
really fun laughter-filled
evening."
The shows will be
performed in the Ulrey
Performing Arts Center on
Harding's campus for S6 to
$8 or free with the Pass.

By JONATHAN LINDSAY
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Married Co_u_Rle
Attends HUG
By EMILY WISELY
student reporter
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Farmer's yield
Agent (Abbr.)
Despot
Macrame
Antitoxin
Seaweed
Assist
Rapidly
Filth
Master's degree
Failure
Maiden name
Frock
25 Pictures
28 Blowhole
29 Hitch
30 Hosts
33 Roughneck
37 Perjurer
38 Petroleum
39 Scarlett O'Hara's
home
40 Planetary
neighbors,
possibly?
43 _ _-pants
45 Fem. suffix
46 Skewer
47 In the middle
50 Acrobatic
54 Transgression
55 Netherlands
capital
57 Poem
58 Coffee shop
60 Bergen, for one
61 Fencing sword
62 Sign
63 Watered-silk
64 Smear
65 Auto need

Copyright C2009 Puzz/eJuncYon com

66 Arrange
67 Doctrines

1 Holding device
2 Spiritual leader
3 Body of water
4 Favorite
5 News account
6 Delete
7 Purplish brown
8 Slight amount
9 Catapult
10 Gibe
11 Grades
13 Beauty parlors

14 Sp. domestic
sheep
23 Deflected
24 Fixed charge
26
de mer
27 Stir up
29 Roman sun god
30 Shade tree
31 Mine (It.)
32 Convertible
33 Not hers
34 Needlefish
35 Humorist
Buchwald
36 Negative vote
38 Singleton
41 Ft. parts

42 Hymn
43 Political arena
44 Metric unit
46 Royal house of
Scotland
47 Cravat
48 Florida city
49 Gather
50 TexasA&M
student
51 Mechanic's needs
52 Expression
53 Gauls
56 Commotions
59 Compass pt.
61 Law enforcement
agency (Abbr.)

Show boasts 2009's best gadgets
By KYLIE AKINS
student reporter

"

The world's newest
consumer technologies were
showcased at the Consumer
Electronics Show in Las
Vegas Jan. 8 through 11.
Each year, CES exhibitors
display their latest products to
support consumer electronics' growth and celebrate the
year's innovations.
In 1967, New York City
hosted the first CES with
200 exhibitors and 17,500
attendees and today boasts
more than 2, 700 exhibitors
displaying their products to
over 130,000 attendees. The
CES has continued for 42
years, presenting technologies to the public that appeal
to the average consumer. The
show covers a wide variety of
interests with over 30 categories, including electronic gaming, car technology, computer
hardware and software, home
appliances, MP3 and Internet
audio, photography and digital imaging, robotics, personal
electronics and many more.
At the end of the conven-

tion, a best in show honor is
awarded in several categories
to the most innovative technologies of each class. This
acclaimed recognition is the
kind of publicity and honor
the companies at CES strive
to achieve.
This year, CNET, a popular
technology information Web
site, created 10 categories to
judge the showcased products.
In the gaming category,
the Nyko Wand impressed
electronic game enthusiasts.
The wand is a competitive new
controller for the Wii console.
It employs new features such
as larger, more easily accessed
buttons, an improved directional pad for classic mode and
a pressure-sensitive trigger. The
wand also includes a new technology called Trans-Port. Thi~
innovative addition will allow
the controller to connect to new
accessories that make accessing
certain buttons easier.
Samsung won the H ome
Audio category by offering
new viewing features in its
HT-BD7200 Blu-ray home
theater. The system includes
a Blu-ray player, two ~peakers

and a "green-friendly" kelpbased subwoofer. The model
has also been upgraded from
DVD to Blu-ray player after
High D efinition DVD lost
the home theater competition
early last year. Other features
include the ability to stream
Netfli:x online video and the
Pandora music service. It is
Wi-Fi capable and includes
an iPod dock.
Samsung also took the top
spot in the MP3 and Video
Players group with its P3
MP3 player. The three-inch
screen is completely touchactivated and enhanced with
Haptic feedback, a small
vibration whenever something
is selected on the screen. It
is Bluetooth enabled, giving it the ability to stream
to stereo audio systems and
phone pairing. It also includes an FM radio, enhanced
sound quality, voice recorder
and picture viewer. Its most
unique new feature is the
creative "EmoTure," a vibrant
interface that encourages
personalization.
The Digital Photo and
Video award went to the new

Sony Cybershot DSC-G3.
The camera begins an eagerly
anticipated step toward balancing a new wireless feature
and quality photography. This
10. l megapixel camera may
still be a "point-and-shoot,"
but its wireless capabilities
have separated it from the
rest. The camera's ability to
connect directly to local WiFi allows the user to quickly
and wirelessly upload pictures
and videos and send e-mail
notifications. The Cybershot's
new embedded Web browser
ensures network connection
by allowing navigation on
the terms-of-service pages of
public and hotel hot-spots.
As a vital service to the
consumer electronics industry,
CES keeps the public updated
and interested every year. It is
sponsored by the Consumer
Electronics Association. All
profits made from the CES
are "reinvested into industry
services, including technical
training and education, industry
promotion, engineering standards development, market research and legislative advocacy,"
according to the CES Web site.
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Although their wedding day
was more than seven months
ago, this semester is Daniel
and Katelyn Lee's first time to
finally relax in their own place.
Married June 6, 2008, Daniel and Katelyn only had a few
months to themselves before
they flew to Greece Sept. 10
to start a semester abroad. But
even before school began, they
said their time at home was
stressful once the honeymoon
was over. Since they would be
overseas in the fall, they couldn't
get an apartment, and the strain
ofliving with Katelyn's parents
quickly escalated. By the time
they arrived in Greece, they
were more than ready to spend
an exciting semester together.
What they didn't expect, however, was that the semester was
going to be more difficult than
either imagined.
"If you're married [at
HUG], you stay on the guys'
floor, and I was used to walking
outside and being on a hall full
of girls - but I wasn't," Katelyn
said. "It took a few weeks for
me to adjust to that."
Daniel and Katelyn said
what was even more frustrating
was the struggle to spend time
alone together.
"Being newlyweds, it was
hard to have that time to focus
on each other, because instead
we had to focus on other
people," Daniel said.
"I don't recommend going
as newlyweds," Katelyn said.
"It's really bad, unless you
want to be the awkward
couple that is alone all the
time. The first year of marriage you want to be alone,
but we had to spend practically the first half of [it]
with 40 other people. It's not
the kind of environment for
newlyweds."
Daniel and Katelyn said
they had different expectations because of an acquaintance's assurance that being
married at HUG would be a
"three-month honeymoon."
They took her word for it,
since she was telling them
from personal experience.
"No, it was not an extended honeymoon," Katelyn
said. "I don't know how she
felt that way, unless they
were the awkward couple
that was alone all the time."
Being married at HUG
meant that the co uple lived
under the same watch as
everyone else.
"It was difficult to not be
treated as a married couple
like we would be at H arding;
we had to adjust to certain
living rules, like curfew,"
Daniel said.
Katelyn added, "We both

"Being newlyweds, it
was hard to have that
time to focus on each
other, because instead
we had to focus on
other people."
Daniel Lee
junior

really like to sleep, so it wasn't
that big of a deal, but we just
initially expected to be treated
differently."
While the three months
were often exasperating and
even uncomfortable, Katelyn
said they still managed to dwell
on the positive.
"I got to go to Greece!"
Katelyn said. "I mean, that's
amazing. Our trips to Israel,
to Egypt - we got to experience the different cultures and
learn all the amazing stuff. We
got to go to the pyramids, and
I was there with my husband.
I always had my best friend
to talk to, and he had his best
friend."
Daniel said their relationship was strengthened when
they were forced to deal with
new challenges.
"It put us in a position
where we had to balance our relationship with other relationships and schoolwork," Daniel
said. "The free travel at the end
was really good; we had to work
through problems together, as
a team."
Katelyn, an avid planner, had
their free travel plans organized
since June, so that negated
potential stress.
"If anything could be considered a honeymoon, it would
be free travel, cause we got to
go at our own pace," Katelyn
said.
Back in Searcy, Daniel said
they were pleased to settle into
their own apartment.
"It's nice to not be living in
a suitcase," Daniel said. "There's
room to spread out. If Katelyn
and I were in our apartment
together in Greece, people
noticed. Here, no one really
notices."
The Lees said that in
hindsight, they had a great
experience in Greece. The
distorted expectations made for
some edgy adjustments, but the
semester brought them closer
together.
"I do wish I had been
better prepared that it's not
like being in a dorm," Katelyn said. "It was more like a
dorm without walls, where
you're constantly together.
But this isn't a complaint.
They took great pains to
make it easy for us. We had
an amazing group. We've
made so many friends."
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PEOPLE

M oore finds calm
after disheartening storms
FCS instructor overcomes divorce, cancer to find healing
By RACHEL CERVAS

Moore decided to go into interior
design.
Moore graduated from the
Arizona Institute oflnterior Design
"I like to tell young women
what I have been through so they
in 1999. She worked for a small store
don't make the same mistakes I did,"
there called Contents. However,
Rebecca Moore said, a teacher in
Contents could not provide insurthe Family and Consumer Science
ance, so after her divorce she got
department. "I was angry for so many a job with the California Design
years, but it did me no good at all."
Center, which is where she got her
Moore went to grade school at
first big break.
Harding Academy, a private school
One of Moore's designs was
in Searcy, which she refers to as the
chosen for the 2001 Tucson Museum
big league compared to the schools
ofArt Designer Showhouse, and
in Beebe - the town where she lived Moore got to design a room there.
as a child.
A magazine wrote a biography on
Moore was taught to sew by her
Moore and her showroom, and this
grandmother at a young age and
gave her the exposure she needed to
started out making clothes for her
get recognition and build up a client
Barbies from scraps of her grandbase in the interiors industry.
mother's sewing projects. She soon
"I learned a lot of good training
started making her own clothes and
from Express in how to court a
said she knew at age 14 she wanted
customer, but it was a lot harder for
to go into fashion merchandising.
me in interiors, because in fashion
people buy clothes every week, but
Moore graduated from Harding
University in 1990, started as an asin interiors you might not see your
sistant manager at Kirkland's in Mcclient for another five years so you
Cain Mall in Little Rock, Ark., and
really have to make an impression,"
met her first husband, Dan, through
Moore said.
a co-worker.
During this time, Moore met
"He was my assistant manager's
her second husband at country
husband's boss. They set us up on a
dance lessons and fell in love.
blina date that happened to full on my
Moore married Brian in July of
birthday; and he didn't believe it was
2001, despite the warnings of her
my birthday, so he made me show him
friends and family.
my driver's license to prove that I was
"Neither of my first two husbands
telling the truth," Moore said.
were Christians, and my parents tried
They dated for about a year and a
to talk me out of both marriages, but
half before they got married. During
I didn't listen," said Moore.
the first few years of their marriage
In November of that year, Brian's
they tried to have a child. Moore got
sister committed suicide, and Moore
started to see a different side of her
pregnant twice but had a miscarriage
both times.
new husband.
"After that our relationship
After the second miscarriage,
Moore said their marriage went awry. got really tense, and he started to
"We became more like roombecome verbally and emotionally
mates than husband and wife,"
abusive, and it got worse every
Moore said. "I found out he was adweek," Moore said.
dicted to porn, and it wreaked havoc
Moore became pregnant in May
on our marriage."
and began to be fearful for her child's
Moore said they had tried counsafety. Brian agreed to counseling, but
seling a few times, but it was too late.
after only the second week he told
They divorced in 2000.
Moore he didn't have a problem and
During her marriage, Moore had
quit going.
begun working for Express clothing
"He never physically abused
store. Since her husband was in the
me, but th e verbal abuse was
military, they moved around a lot.
continually getting worse. Then one
She worked as the store manager in
night I saw him throw his 6-yearold daughter against the wall, and
Memphis, Tenn., and Fort Walton
Beach, Fla. Their last move was
that was when I called my parents
to Tucson, Ariz., and that's when
and asked them to come get me,"
student reporter

Moore said.
Moore moved back to Searcy and
16 months later her divorce finalized.
Moore found herself back at home
raising her daughter, Annabelle, on
her own.
Moore went to Dr. Beth Wilson,
chair of the Family and Consumer
Sciences department at Harding, and
asked her to provide some advice on
what she could do with her degree.
Wilson asked her what she liked
best about her past jobs, and Moore
replied that she enjoyed doing
displays and training her employees
the most.
It was then that Wilson suggested
teaching, and Moore started working
for the department as an adjunct
teacher in 2003 while completing her
master's in Family and Consumer
Sciences, which she graduated with
in2004.
In 2006, a job came open in the
department, and Moore accepted
the position to begin teaching full
time that fall. A week later her next
big obstacle surfaced: Moore was
diagnosed with breast cancer.
The following Sunday, Moore
went to church and asked for prayers.
That morning, Moore met her
current husband,Jody; in a small
encounter after the service. That
night, Jody showed up at the same
shepherding group as Moore and
asked her out.
Moore said he was by her side
all through the summer during her
radiation treatments and they were
married in September, two weeks
after she started full-time teaching.
Moore is now in her third year of
her full-time position, happier and
healthier than ever.
Moore said that all of her
struggles have been eye-opening experiences and that without
God in control of our lives, we
sometimes can fall into some bad
situations.
"I was always at church whenever the doors were open, but I never
had a genuine relationship with
God, and it took getting cancer to
really wake me up," Moore said.
"In times of struggle it is hard to let
God take control, but it's important
to remember that we are only human, and I now have peace knowing
that God has a hold on my lite."
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